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ABSTRACT: The rise of on-line social networks has bestowed several new opportunities and ways for human 
communication generally and tutorial communication particularly. data is formed at each level of world, as well as 
people, project teams, and analysis communities. This paper explores tutorial data transfer inside social networks in 
many ways in which. It 1st presents a model of educational data transfer, beside the wants for a software package that 
instantiates that model. The proof-of-concept, named Whisper, for that software package is represented, beside the 
feedback from its users and therefore the changes created to the system's style supported that feedback.   
 
Additionally, associate experiment of information transfer inside the Facebook social network is explored, with 
implications for the data transfer system style. Finally, knowledge from celebrity users and regular users of the Twitter 
social network is contrasted, providing insight into however usually info from the various varieties of users is re-shared 
to others, however the “packaging" of that info (a easy statement vs a link to a website) a effects the re-sharing rate, and 
ways users may attempt to increase the depth their messages will reach within the Twitter network. 
 
Academics presently have terribly poor tool support for a few of the foremost common tasks they perform, like 
organizing the files (both knowledge and analysis output) across software package applications, and linking analysis 
output back to the data. each of those issues, and others, would be addressed  by a data sharing atmosphere supported the 
model represented here. the complete development of such a system presents further opportunities for analysis in human 
factors, CSCW, and psychology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The rise of online social networks has presented many new opportunities and methods for human communication in 
general and academic communication in particular. Gone are the days (only a few decades ago) of collaboration via 
postal service. The speed at which knowledge flows through these new networks can be dizzying, with an idea or 
fact being posted by a single person and available to millions of people, both known and unknown to the original poster, 
within seconds. However, the application of social networks to problems that arise in academic communication is still 
being explored. 
 
Knowledge transfer has been studied by researchers in a variety of fields. Researchers in Sociology and Social 
Psychology have been examining knowledge transfer and its effect on social groups and organizations for decades. With 
the advent of radio and television, advertisers, politicians, and academics wanted to better understand how knowledge 
and opinions spread, giving rise to the modern field of Media Communications. More recently, the ubiquity of 
computers and their subsequent interconnection via the internet has led to the study of Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work (CSCW). 
 
Digital libraries are generally electronic counterparts of traditional libraries; most work to date has focused on this 
transition [17]. Because of their lineage, digital library research isn't generally concerned with augmenting knowledge 
transfer beyond providing digital access to material that was traditionally distributed in print. Some have added the 
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ability to associate personal notes with items in the library, and send links to the items as well, but most implementations 
of these features are rudimentary.  
 
Most digital libraries are maintained and organized by the institutions that provide them.For example, the ACM and 
IEEE both provide digital libraries to their members, while businesses and organizations involved in book or journal 
publication frequently require payment to download the text of each article or journal issue.  The Open Archives 
Initiative (OAI) [108] is working to develop standards for open protocols that will enable communication between 
various digital library installations. There has been some work to develop personal spaces [63] within the context of 
these institutional libraries and across them [139], but these e orts have mostly focused on customization and saved 
searches within the system. Sharing and personalization capabilities 17 within institutional libraries are extremely useful 
within that context, but only provide marginal assistance to the individual trying to create and maintain a digital 
collection of research materials. 
 
The most popular social networks today include Twitter, Facebook,  Google+, Digg, Slashdot, and others. They tend to 
be purpose built for a relatively small subset of communication activities. Twitter allows anything to be shared with 
others, as long as it fits into a 140 character limit. Facebook and Google+ enable people to easily stay in contact with 
their larger social circle, sharing events, links, news, and photos. News aggregation sites such as Digg and Slashdot 
allow people to highlight articles online that they find interesting and which their friends might also enjoy. 
 

II. A MODEL OF ACADEMIC KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER 
 
Individuals are the building blocks of academic entities; they may work alone or in project groups, and they frequently 
belong to multiple research communities. Knowledge is created and organized within all three of these entities, but to 
move between them, a transfer mechanism must be employed. This mechanism can be as simple as a conversation 
between two individuals, or as complex as a conference with thousands of attendees. 

 
Fig 1: Knowledge Transfer Mechanisms 

 
III. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER PATHS 

 
Figure 2, shows the life-cycle of an academic paper in terms of the knowledge that goes into it and the knowledge 
produced by the process. One or more individuals draw on knowledge from any number of sources and incorporate the 
ideas into a project. During the project, related knowledge developed in other projects is incorporated into the new one.  
In addition, the participants will develop new knowledge as part of their work in the project; the diagram shows this 
knowledge being stored in a project repository, which can incorporate both physical and electronic storage mechanisms. 
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Most projects eventually organize the new knowledge into one or more cohesive  documents that will describe their 
newly developed or discovered knowledge. Sometimes these documents are shared only with individuals, as is the case 
for student projects in a classroom, while others are fed into, or subsumed by, other projects. The figure, however, 
describes the path taken to publication in a community journal or conference. In this situation, the document is passed to 
the group in charge of organizing the journal or conference, represented as another project group.  The organizers will 
often send the document to individuals within the community for review, who respond with their opinions of the 
document (another kind of knowledge). Assuming the document is accepted for publication without additional revisions 
(frequently, this is not the case), the organizers of the journal or conference will publish the document, distributing it to 
the greater community. The case study presented here does not demonstrate the entirety of knowledge flow; there are 
many other paths knowledge can take as it moves from one entity to another. 
 

 
Figure 2: Example Knowledge Transfer Paths 

 
IV. A SOFTWARE SYSTEM FOR ACADEMIC KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER 

 
In addition to the basic features of a digital library and social network, Mendeley also supports a public API which, as 
noted in Section is useful for both future the implementation and enabling support across multiple platforms. This has 
allowed Mendeley to offer a native client application for both desktop and mobile clients,  in addition to its web client. 
The native apps can sync with Mendeley's servers when they have internet connectivity to get the latest comments in a 
group or on a library item. Some features, such as adding annotations within a PDF file (as opposed to comments 
associated with the artefact), are only supported in the native clients. 
 
 A Prototype Personal Digital Library for an Academic Knowledge Transfer System We believe there is a strong need 
for digital library systems designed primarily for individual use where users are able to collect the breadth of their 
research work into a single system and share that work with others. Oleksik et al. noted, further progress is dependent on 
supporting not only data access but the entire process of scientific inquiry That includes a range of individual and team 
practices, from running experiments to preparing scientific publications." [131] The features and architecture here are, 
perhaps, a minimalist place to start; once there are systems of this nature in common use, listening to users will certainly 
give rise to more features than we have considered here. 
 
We have presented a comprehensive feature set for personal digital libraries at three levels of usage: individuals at a 
primary workstation, individuals with multiple (potentially mobile) interfaces, and individuals within the context of their 
larger organization. These features include a novel tag-based management system that allows users to efficiently 
organize and browse their digital library. The feature set also includes strong security between the user interface and the 
back end system, and role-based access controls when multiple users are sharing the same system; these security features 
provide more edibility and control than we have seen described or used in other personal digital library systems. 
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We have also described an architecture capable of supporting many styles of user interfaces, including web interfaces, 
and native interfaces for both mobile devices and desktop computers. A prototype we developed based on this 
architecture showed the potential to be valuable tool for the students who used it, even though its feature set was very 
limited at the time. The feedback we received provided very clear directions for user interface modifications in our 
system, with users having come to expect a more dynamic experience than our prototype provided. 
  
While it is easy to state that work is better when it is turned into play, the experience presented here suggests simply 
having features that the users want in an fun environment does not guarantee adoption. Especially when operating in a 
social area (whether a multi-player game, or social networking site) designers must also consider the social rami cations 
of their decisions. A analysis of the users determined that the major  aw was the failure to recognize the size of the user 
sub-group that is uninterested in being socially connected to collaborators, even lab mates, within Facebook. Had the 
applications been developed independently of an existing social networking website, but with the ability to connect to 
those sites (for the users who wanted to), it is possible they would have seen much greater success. At the same time, 
given the popularity of email as an information sharing approach, and the number of people who like using it, there is no 
guarantee that a social networking tool would capture a significant user base without additional (non-game) features. All 
in all, our experience provides a cautionary tale of the challenges inherent in turning work into play. 

 
V. INFORMATION SHARING ON TWITTER 

 
With the rise of the internet and the culture of constant connection, researchers are, for perhaps the first time, able to 
passively track the dissemination of knowledge in real time, or near real time. Twitter is one of many innovative 
communication channels to appear in the last decade, but its large public dataset and API make it one of the ost 
interesting channels for researchers. Retweets, Tweets with Links, and Retweets with Links are the key measurable 
knowledge transference mechanism on Twitter. In all three cases, a user had to read a tweet, or see something on a web 
page, and decide it was interesting enough to pass on to their followers. 
 
This study has shown that celebrities and regular users have very different patterns of usage and follower behavior. 
Celebrity users seem to embody the opinion leader role, posting more knowledge transferring tweets than regular users. 
Likewise, regular users appear to embody the media consumer role, retweeting much of the celebrities' content while 
having relatively little of their own content retweeted.  As an conduit, however, Twitter seems to be de efficient in that 
most knowledge is only passed on one time. 
 
Future work in this area should combine the automatic celebrity account detection employed by Wu et al. [171] to see if 
the patterns of behavior identified here are seen in a random sample of celebrity accounts, rather than the haphazard 
selection employed here. With more data, these analyses might be re fined to determine which celebrity accounts are 
corporations or are managed by a team of people, and which ones are real people. Additionally, user studies and 
interviews could be conducted to explore why retweets are themselves so rarely retweeted. 
  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This research was inspired by sporadic observations of various inefficient methods for managing the process of 
academic research used by both graduate students and professors in various disciplines, and the realization that increased 
focus in one's area of expertise can limit one's awareness of other research and make cross-cutting research 185 harder to 
perform. The model of academic knowledge transfer presented here will hope- fully provide a useful tool for exploring 
how academics can improve their own work processes, whether at the individual, group, or community level. The results 
presented in this paper provide insight into not only the process of academic knowledge transfer, but also demonstrate 
methods by that process can be made more efficient. The goals and requirements of the software system provide a solid 
foundation upon which a complete knowledge sharing system can be built today and will provide a solid basis for future 
research and adjustment of both the requirements and the underlying model. In a world growing ever more complex, 
systems that help us manage that complexity will be among our most valuable tools. 
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